AMBASSADOR ADDRESSES ALUMNI, GRADUATES MOVE FOR DIRECTOR

ELEVEN MEN WILL REPRESENT TECHNOLOGY AT SILVER BAY

This Year's Delegation Double that of Last But Still Small Compared with What Other Colleges Are Sending

TOTAL ATTENDANCE WILL BE 880 MEN

Although the delegation of students going to Silver Bay is the smallest so far, the alumnae are confident that it will be a success. The delegation will consist of four women and one man. The alumnae are confident that it will be a success.

MECHANICAL COURSE HAS LARGEST NUMBER

Mechanical Engineering has the largest number of registrations. It has 880 men registered. The next largest is Electrical Engineering with 870 men.

SALIENT POINTS AT ALUMNI MEETING

Business meeting, announcement of new periodical, and introduction of new director.

Sir Auckland Geddes Speaks at Banquet in Walker Memorial—Over Six Hundred Graduates and Guests Fill Main Hall

Sir Auckland Geddes, President of the University of London, delivered the principal address at the Fourth Technical Reunion. The banquet, held in Walker Memorial, was attended by over six hundred graduates and guests.

Resolution Adopted by Alumni Council to Nance Man for Position

The resolution adopted by the Alumni Council to name a Man for Position reads as follows: "That the Alumni Council recommends the appointment of Dr. Philip K. Hitti of the Committee on Reunion, as Director of the Institute."